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Abst rac t

Enterprise-level OLTP Applications require very large, balanced data-

base servers to live up to performance requirements. NUMA-Q 2000

is that host platform.  Oracle8i introduces NUMA-specific server

enhancements that exploit the throughput potential of NUMA-Q 2000.

This whitepaper exposes several of these enhancements and portrays

the benefits with an OLTP benchmark analysis.
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Introduction
Enterprise-level Online Transaction
Processing is continually driving the
need for systems and database server
throughput. Today’s datacenter requires
systems that offer large numbers of
processors, large memory capacity 
and high-bandwidth disk IO subsystems.
One significant challenge in configuring
such systems is to make it balanced and
to select a database server that can
effectively utilize the resources.

NUMA-Q™ 2000, not being bound by a
single system bus, allows the configu-
ration of large, balanced systems. In
fact, adding CPUs to a NUMA-Q 2000
system automatically increments the
total bus bandwidth available.1 With
NUMA-Q 2000, the struggles over
slots in the system backplane are a
thing of the past.

Configuring a system capable of
Enterprise-level OLTP is only the first
step. Application performance requires
that the database server take full
advantage of the bandwidth offered by
the host platform. Oracle8 has made
tremendous first steps in this direction
with such features as ExtendedCache,2

Process Placement and SGA Memory
Placement.3

Oracle8i pushes onward by introducing
NUMA-specific server enhancements
that exploit the bandwidth offered by
NUMA systems. In fact, Oracle8i has
started to become “NUMA-Aware.”

This paper describes the Oracle8i
NUMA-specific server enhancements
developed jointly by Oracle and Sequent.
It quantifies the benefit of these features
through an in-depth OLTP benchmark
analysis.

Why Enhance for NUMA?
NUMA-Q 2000 is a single-system
shared memory multiprocessor with
SMP scalability characteristics, however
under the covers there is much more.4

NUMA-Q 2000 systems are comprised
of one or more SMP building blocks
called “Quads” each possessing four
CPUs, a local bus, memory and IO sub-
system. NUMA-Q 2000 architecture
coupled with DYNIX/ptx features
enable any processes executing on the
system to access all memory, disk and
network interfaces.

A proper NUMA implementation
should not need software changes to
work. NUMA-Q 2000 systems have
proven capable of achieving respectable
scalability without software modifi-
cations.5 The design of NUMA-Q 2000
allows processes to transparently utilize
resources from any Quad in the system,
however doing so does not exploit the
architecture. With software modifica-
tions, NUMA-Q 2000 has so much
more to offer.

Software that utilizes the system in a
manner specifically suited to NUMA is
referred to as “NUMA-aware.” NUMA-
aware software tends to utilize resources
in a Quad-local fashion offering better
scalability and improved throughput.
Examples of NUMA-awareness include
reading from disk into memory local to
the calling process and communicating
across the network through a Quad-local
network interface. Doing so lowers the
latencies which in turn yields better 
utilization of CPU bandwidth.

Oracle8i ushers in an age of NUMA-
awareness, but this is only the beginning.
Infrastructure has been created in
Oracle8i which eases the future deploy-
ment of NUMA-specific features.

List of Oracle8i NUMA
Enhancements
This paper discusses three Oracle8i 
performance enhancements.  
■ NUMA-Optimized Instance Startup.

The NUMA-Q 2000 platform easily
supports large numbers of processors
and large physical memory.
DYNIX/ptx enables Oracle8i to
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utilize physical memory beyond the
limit imposed by 32bit hardware.
The Extended Cache6 feature, devel-
oped jointly by Oracle and Sequent,
enables Database Administrators to
configure the SGA disk block cache
constrained only by physical memory.
Booting an extremely large SGA is
considerably time consuming,
however NUMA-Optimized Instance
Startup in Oracle8i addresses this
issue.

■ Multiple NUMA-Aware Database
Writers. OLTP throughput ultimately
is limited by the rate at which modi-
fied SGA buffers can be flushed to
disk. NUMA-Q 2000 systems can
generate so much throughput that
the DBWR process becomes CPU
bound in its attempt to build write-
batches, disposition buffers and post
waiting processes. While Oracle8
introduced multiple true DBWR
processes, Oracle8i makes them
NUMA-aware. With Oracle8i,
DBWR bottlenecks are a thing of
the past. 

■ Quad-Local Buffer Preference
(QLBP). Quad-Local Buffer
Preference is a method of managing
SGA disk block buffers specifically
suited to NUMA. Jointly developed
by Oracle and Sequent, QLBP is the
foremost enhancement to date that
exploits the unique architecture of
NUMA.

NUMA-Optimized Instance
Startup
During Instance startup, Oracle tradi-
tionally used the shmget(2) system call
of DYNIX/ptx to create the SGA
shared memory.

In order to achieve an early level of
NUMA optimization, Sequent’s Oracle
Product Line Engineering modified
Oracle7 and Oracle8 to use the
shmgetq(2SEQ) system call. This 
Oracle modification enables Database
Administrators to target sub-sets of

Quads for SGA shared memory place-
ment.7 Prior to these optimizations,
Oracle’s use of shmget(2) resulted in
shared memory placement across all
Quads. This was not optimal for the
database block buffer pool portion of
the SGA sine block sizes larger than
4KB would end up split across more
than one Quad.

Although shmgetq(2SEQ) addresses
several NUMA issues, it lacks perfor-
mance when creating segments.
Allocating shared memory requires
Kernel Mode CPU cycles for the valida-
tion of the OS virtual memory pages
that comprise a shared memory segment.

Prior to DYNIX/ptx Version 4.4.4,
whichever CPU the booting process is
running on is the same CPU that will
validate the virtual memory pages for
the entire SGA. Long shared memory
creation times are common on large
NUMA-Q 2000 systems since most 
virtual memory being allocated for a
given segment is remote from the CPU
performing the internals of the
shmgetq(2SEQ) call. From a shared
memory creation standpoint, this proce-
dure is neither NUMA-optimized nor,
performed in parallel.

DYNIX/ptx 4.4.4 introduces run-time
NUMA-optimizations for the creation
of shared memory. In this Operating
System version, shared memory 
allocation internals are performed by
the newly introduced Kernel daemon;
mmbhd. The Operating System auto-
matically creates one mmbhd daemon
per Quad. Calls to shmgetq(2SEQ) for
Quad-remote memory will task an
mmbhd daemon on the target Quad.
Once tasked, mmbhd will allocate
shared memory on a Quad-local basis.
Allocation of Quad-local shared memory
is on the order of nine times faster. All
current Oracle7 and Oracle8 installations
on NUMA-Q 2000 will benefit from
this enhancement.



Oracle8i takes advantage of yet another
DYNIX/ptx 4.4.4 enhancement for
shared memory creation. Introduced in
this release of the Operating System is
the new shmgetv(2SEQ) system call.
Shmgetv(2SEQ) facilitates the creation
of multiple shared memory segments 
in parallel from a single call to the
Operating System. Instead of discrete
segments of shared memory for
each of the various SGA portions,
shmgetv(2SEQ) allows these areas to
be a simple vector description. A shared
memory segment that is comprised of
multiple vectors can be arbitrarily 
complex and large, but it is only one
true segment. It is through the vectoring
facility of shmgetv(2SEQ) that the
entire, diversely allocated SGA shared
memory can be created with a 
minimum series of system calls.

Furthermore, shmgetv(2SEQ) creates
segments using the Quad-local opti-
mization previously described (mmbhd
daemons) in this paper. Since Oracle8i
uses parallel and NUMA-aware
shmgetv(2SEQ) technology, SGA boot
times are greatly reduced. It should 
be noted, however, that not all SGA
memory is a candidate for parallel 
creation. For instance, the Fixed and

Variable portions of the SGA are still
striped for equal placement upon all
Quads chosen by the Database
Administrator. Instances configured
with a larger Fixed and Variable com-
ponent than database block buffer
pool will not benefit substantially from
this feature.

In order to illustrate improved
shared memory create times, tests
were conducted on an eight Quad 
NUMA-Q 2000 system with Intel’s
Pentium® II Xeon™ processors. The test
consisted of measuring only the shared
memory create time8 of an Instance
startup where the shared memory total
size is roughly 4.8GB in size.9 The SGA
in all cases was placed equally upon all
eight Quads. Since DYNX/ptx version
4.4.4 offers run-time improvement for
shared memory creation, the Oracle8
test consists of booting under both
DYNIX/ptx version 4.4.2 and 4.4.4. 

Figure 1 depicts the vast improvement
provided by DYNIX/ptx version 4.4.4
with its new Quad-local shared memory
creation internals. This reduction of
sixty-three percent is typical of the
increase any NUMA-Q 2000 customer
should expect for large shared memory
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Figure 1: Oracle8i and DYNIX/ptx version 4.4.4 improved shared memory create times.
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creation on large numbers of Quads
when they upgrade their Operating
System to version 4.4.4.

Oracle8i takes the improvement even
further. Through its utilization of the
new shmgetv(2SEQ) system call, shared
memory is created in parallel and
Quad-local. Accordingly, Figure 1
illustrates the test results showing a
fifty-eight percent improvement over
Oracle8 on the same Operating System
version! 

Oracle8i also benefits from
shmgetv(2SEQ) cosmetically. Prior to
Oracle8i, the SGA consisted of several
IPC shared memory segments. These
segments appeared as discrete line items
in the output of the ipcs(1) command.
For instance, on a sixteen Quad
NUMA-Q 2000 system there would 
be sixteen segments for the database
buffers alone! In addition to the buffer
segments, there would be one each for
the Redo Log and Fixed+Variable
segments for a grand total of eighteen
shared memory segments. This can be
very cumbersome to deal with partic-
ularly on systems that run multiple
Instances of Oracle. 

To relieve this problem, Oracle8i again
uses shgmetv(2SEQ). As in the case of
the sixteen Quad system, Oracle8i
would simply prepare sixteen vector
descriptions for the buffer pool and call
shmgetv(2SEQ) once resulting in a single
segment. Then to allocate the Log Buffer
and Fixed+Variable SGA portions,
Oracle8i again prepares vector descrip-
tors and calls shmgetv(2SEQ). The result
of this allocation would be a total of
two shared memory segments; a net
reduction of sixteen segments! 

Multiple NUMA-Aware
Database Writers
The Oracle Server has traditionally
offered several modes of DBWR config-
uration. Dependant upon Oracle release,

the choices range from a single DBWR
performing asynchronous writes to
multiple synchronous-write slaves.
Oracle8 introduced multiple true DBWR
processes and supports the configuration
of asynchronous-write capable slaves.

NUMA-Q 2000 systems, coupled with
DYNIX/ptx, handle disk writes with a
minimum of CPU overhead. It is quite
difficult to bottleneck DBWR by the
mere system call overhead associated
with writes. Indeed, DBWR does much
more than simple disk IO. The work
associated with maintaining a clean
SGA buffer pool includes building the
write batches, freeing buffers and posting
waiting processes. Essentially, with a
single DBWR process the bottleneck is
not the cost of writing to disk, but the
SGA management and inter-process
communication associated with the
writes.

Oracle8 made great headway in
addressing the real DBWR bottlenecks
by introducing multiple true database
writers. Multiple true database writers
are commonly confused with older
technology known as “DBWR slaves.”
The obsolescent Oracle7 init.ora para-
meter db_writers was the traditional
way of configuring DBWR slaves.
Starting with Oracle8 and continuing
with Oracle8i, multiple true DBWR
processes are configured with the
init.ora parameter db_writer_processes.
For compatibility, Oracle has continued
to support DBWR slaves in Oracle8
and beyond through the use of the
init.ora parameter dbwr_io_slaves. This
updated moniker for DBWR slaves is
more accurate in that it suggests the
processes configured will only be capable
of performing disk IO. The init.ora
parameters dbwr_io_slaves from
Oracle8i and Oracle8 essentially serve
the same purpose as the db_writers
parameter from Oracle7. 
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Although performance studies on
NUMA-Q 2000 suggest optimal OLTP
performance is obtained with multiple
true DBWR processes, Oracle has
improved the performance character-
istics of DBWR slaves. Oracle8i DBWR
slaves are asynchronous write capable
by default.10

Multiple true DBWR processes offered
the best performance to date when
introduced in Oracle8. The ability for
each DBWR to prepare its own write
batch, perform the writes, free the
buffers and post waiting processes 
eliminated the primary bottlenecks.
Oracle8i builds upon the multiple true
DBWR improvement by changing the
way write batches are built. Oracle8i
introduces the functionality known as
Quad-local Buffer Preference described
later in this paper. DBWR processes 
in Oracle8i build write batches using
Quad-local Buffer Preference technology.
Doing so ensures that all DBWR writes
are Quad-local. Quad-local writes
reduce the associated cost when proces-
sors interface with disk controllers. The
result is fewer system-mode CPU cycles
for each write. The net benefit is an
Oracle Instance that is capable of more
datafile writes.

Tests were conducted on an eight Quad
NUMA-Q 2000 system with Intel’s
Pentium II Xeon processors. The test
consisted of measuring improved band-
width for DBWR processing. In each
case, the same number of true database
writers or DBWR slaves were config-
ured. In order to prepare for the
measurement, the same size SGA block
buffer pool was booted, then populated
with data through running the OLTP
workload described later in this
whitepaper. Once the SGA buffer
pool was sufficiently populated with
modified buffers, the ALTER SYSTEM
SWITCH LOGFILE command was
used to force a checkpoint. IO through-
put measurements were taken to cover
the entire duration of the checkpoint.

Figure 2 clearly illustrates the benefit
offered by multiple true DBWR
processes. Compared to the same
number of DBWR slaves, the Oracle8
checkpoint throughput increased by
two-hundred sixty percent. A more
evenhanded comparison, however, is
that of Oracle8 versus Oracle8i both
with multiple true database writers.
Since Oracle8i utilizes Quad-local Buffer
Preference technology, described later in
this paper, it realized an improvement of
seventy percent over Oracle8.
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Figure 2: DBWR checkpoint write bandwidth comparison.
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Quad-Local Buffer
Preference
Quad-local Buffer Preference (QLBP) is
a modification to the way the Oracle
Server manages SGA disk block buffers.
This modification nearly eliminates
remote disk IO on NUMA-Q 2000
systems.

Prior to Oracle8i, buffers of the SGA
disk block buffer cache are assigned to
Least-Recently Used (LRU) lists in a
round-robin fashion. This creates a
form of fair memory usage for tradi-
tional single-bus SMP systems. Although
NUMA-Q 2000 systems can execute
this style of buffer management accept-
ably, there is room for optimization.

Consider an Oracle Shadow process
executing on a NUMA-Q 2000 
system that needs to read a block of
data from disk. The process obtains a
Least-Recently Used buffer then passes
that buffer in an Operating System call
to read the disk. Without NUMA-aware
Oracle8i, the buffer obtained from the
LRU list will be remote memory most
of the time on a large NUMA-Q 2000
system (for example eighty-five percent
remote on an eight Quad system).
Although this may seem catastrophic,
disk IO does not always precede access
to data. In fact, the opposite is true.
Database Administrators tend to tune
the SGA buffer pool to a point where
the cache hit ratio is on the order of
eighty to ninety percent when memory
capacity allows.

While not all data block accesses are
preceded by a disk IO, processes do 
suffer cache misses. At the point where
a cache miss is suffered, QLBP becomes
a significant optimization.

With QLBP, each LRU list manages
memory from a single Quad. For
example, suppose thirty-two LRU lists
have been configured in the init.ora file
on an eight Quad system. The first LRU

list will manage buffers only from
memory of the first Quad. Likewise,
the thirty-second LRU list will be
comprised entirely of memory from 
the eighth Quad.

Processes that need an SGA buffer will
first determine what Quad they are exe-
cuting on and prefer to use an LRU list
that is loaded with buffers from Quad-
local memory. If the process finds no
free buffers available on the several
LRU lists of Quad-local buffers, it will
resort to using remote memory.

QLBP benefit is not limited to disk IO
related issues. SGA disk block buffers
are also used for sorting and creating
consistent-read copies of blocks already
cached in the SGA. With QLBP, sort
data will always spill into Quad-local
memory improving sort operations.
Likewise, creating a consistent read
copy is done into local memory speeding
up the memory copy time dramatically. 

From a system wide standpoint, the
benefits of QLBP are far reaching.
Foremost is the reduced Operating
System cost in interfacing with local
versus remote IO controllers. Also,
QLBP reduces demand on the Remote
Cache components. Data read into
remote memory must be brought
across the IQ-Link and installed in 
the Remote Cache component before
the calling process can access the data.
Since processes sleep for milliseconds 
while awaiting a disk IO, adding a few
microseconds latency for the remote
memory fetch is not an issue. However,
Remote Cache capacity is limited.
Therefore, reducing demand for Remote
Cache capacity makes room for other
critical data.

In order to assess the benefit QLBP
provides to an OLTP workload, a series
of benchmarks were run comparing
Oracle8 to Oracle8i with QLBP.
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The workload chosen for the analysis 
is based upon an Order Entry and
Product Tracking OLTP Application.
The Database consists of roughly 15GB
of Table storage plus Index overhead.

Workload throughput is measured in
transactions per second. The transaction
mix can be broken down into 4 primary
areas:

Table data accesses are largely random
in the benchmark so in order to stress
the disk IO subsystem an SGA disk
block buffer cache of roughly 1.8GB is
used in all cases.11 The primary perfor-
mance metrics in this study were
throughput and scalability.

Figure 3 depicts the performance gain
realized with Oracle8 and multiple true
database writers as well as the incre-
mental increase Oracle8i offers with

QLBP. The performance data shows an
increase in OLTP throughput of eighteen
percent at the eighth Quad level. This is
quite significant in that at this level of
Quads an eighteen percent increase is
more than would be expected if the 
system configuration grew to nine
Quads! The performance difference at
one through four Quads is insignificant
due to the fact that QLBP is primarily
intended to improve performance at
large numbers of Quads.

Transaction Type Percent of Total Transactions

Insert Intensive:
Taking New Orders 18%
Adding New Customers, New Products 16%
and Warehouse Stock

Select Intensive:
Reports (Shipment Status, Stock on Hand, etc) 54%

Update Intensive:
Order Amendment, Customer Updates, Pricing 10%

Deletes:
Closing Customer Accounts, Item Discontinuation 2%

Figure 3:  OLTP throughput and scalability improvements with Oracle8i and QLBP
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Summary
The NUMA-Q 2000 platform running
Oracle8i delivers unequaled power and
scalability for handling very large appli-
cations as demonstrated by industry
standard benchmarks.12 This viable and
robust technology combination has
been optimized to meet the needs of
today’s most demanding computing 

environments, enabling companies to
build mission-critical computing solu-
tions effectively and affordably.

Oracle8i has ushered in a wave of
NUMA-awareness. Features such as
Quad-local Buffer Preference have been
introduced as a way to ensure NUMA-
Q 2000 customers are utilizing their
host platform to the fullest. 
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Footnotes
1. For detailed information regarding the architecture of NUMAQ-2000, please

refer to www.sequent.com/products/highend_srv/imp_wp3.html

2. For detailed information regarding the Extended Cache feature, please refer to
www.sequent.com/products/software/dbms/oracle8/index.html

3. For detailed information regarding Process and SGA Memory Placement please
refer to www.sequent.com/products/software/dbms/oow_wp.html

4. For an explanation of how NUMA-Q 2000 can behave like other SMP systems,
please refer to http://www.sequent.com/products/highend_srv/smp_wp1.html 

5. For analysis of NUMA-Q 2000 scalability please refer to the whitepaper entitled
A Performance Study of the Oracle7 Server on Sequent’s NUMA-Q Architecture
available at: www.sequent.com/products/software/dbms/oracle7_wp1.html

6. For detailed information regarding the Extended Cache feature, please refer to
www.sequent.com/products/software/dbms/oracle8/index.html

7. For further information regarding SGA placement, please refer to
www.sequent.com/products/software/dbms/oow_wp.html

8. Incidentally, with a large SGA the majority of Instance startup is spent in
shared memory creation provided the database was last shutdown normal.
Database recovery can still require significant processing time.

9. Database block size for this test was 4096 Bytes. The init.ora parameter
db_block_buffers was set to 1,000,000. The SGA also consisted of an
approximate 800MB consisting mostly of Shared Pool.

10. When using DBWR slaves in Oracle8i, the init.ora parameter disk_asynch_io
can be set to FALSE if datafile devices do not support asynchronous IO. 
Only ptx/EFS 1.3 and beyond support asynchronous IO for filesystem files.

11. The benchmark database block size is 4096 Bytes and the init.ora parameter
db_block_buffers is set to 450,000

12. For more information regarding Sequent’s clear lead in industry standard
benchmarks with Oracle8 and Oracle8i on NUMA-Q 2000, please refer to the
following press releases: www.sequent.com/news/releases/1999/nr-1310.html,
www.sequent.com/news/releases/1999/nr-1309.html.
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